Our favorite color is transparent, so we want to let you in on the criteria after which we select content for the
magazine:
quite something widens your horizon by letting you walk a mile in the shoes of another person, by introducing
you to projects that make you believe in the good in people and make you want to contribute, too. Reports of
overcoming difficulties, starting of projects, and personal growth are source of inspiration and motivation for
self-reflection.

YOU & US:

You’re not a natural born writer? No worries, quite something isn’t about articles that overflow with eloquence
and rhetorical devices but about real stories that move people. You can do so with your authentic voice. Keep
reading to find a few guidelines that will help you convey your thoughts and experiences to the readers.

1.
Basic Mood
Keep every issue of quite something a steady source of endorphine by focusing on a positive and motivating
mood while writing.
2.
Intro
Our readers just get to know you by reading your article. It would be nice to ease in with some facts:
moments that led to the experience you are writing about and coherences that are relevant to how you dealt
with it.
3.
Structure and Style
Your motivation for writing is to make the reader feel the way you felt.
If you gather your thoughts on what you want to convey with your article beforehand, it will be easier to structure
it in a way the reader can follow easily. Simply make a few notes which guide you through the key points of the
article and into the reader’s heart.
If it adds to the story feel free to include visual materials like sketches and photos.
4.
Outro
The end of your article will determine with which feelings and thoughts you leave the readers. Use it to part with
them on a positive and motivating note and consider what you want then to reflect about after reading your
story.

Feel free to contact us with questions. We will gladly help you bring your story on paper so it can enrich our
optimism community. As soon as you’ve finished your article and have sent it to us we will read it carefully and
personally get back to you as soon as possible.
All articles that are published in quite something are proofread and layout with love. To thank you for your
contribution and your sincerity we will send you a copy of the issue and a limited author’s goodie-bag.
We are excited to receive all articles and art work at stories@quite-something.de.
Warmly,
Us
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